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Outline

● Overview of clinician bias
● How clinician bias contributes to disparities
● How education can decrease this contribution
Overview of disparities

CDC.gov
Clinician bias

EXPLICIT PROCESSING (conscious)
● *bias is rare - especially among clinicians*

IMPLICIT PROCESSING (unconscious)
● may actively conflict with explicit beliefs and desires
● not subject to conscious awareness or control
● *bias is pervasive - including among clinicians*
Overview of the clinical encounter
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Can we alter implicit bias?

- Communication
- Erase implicit bias
- Healthcare disparities
- Beliefs and behavior
- Compensate for implicit bias
- External stressors
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Clinicians carry significant implicit bias

This implicit bias influences
- communication
- decision-making
- especially in certain clinical conditions

How can training decrease this contribution?
- short-term compensation
- long-term modulation
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